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Hello, beloved Leo! 
You’re a magical person—born under a special set of stars.

See those yellow stars? 
They make up your constellation.



Each sign has its own symbol. Find the lion for Leo!



As a Leo, you’re a cheerful 
person and always up for  

a fun and funny time.

Fearless



Your warmth and loyalty are 
two of the many traits that make 

                     you so unique.

Spin the wheel to 
find a lightning 
bolt as energetic 

as you are!

Loving

Fearless

Confident



Your lucky colors are 
gold and orange—

fitting for a 
fire sign!

Just like an orange tree, 
you bring joy to everyone!



Your gemstone 
is amber.

Now, spin the 
wheel to find 
your flower: 
a sunflower!

Did you know that your 
sign is actually ruled by 
the sun? You shine as 

brightly as the center 
of our universe!



 A profound
professor.

A progressivepolitician.

You’ll grow to be so many wonderful things! Maybe . . .
   

   O
r a marvelous

   m
ovie star.



 Or a

   b
rilliant

   b
iologist!

You’ll grow to be so many wonderful things! Maybe . . .

No matter what you become, the spotlight 
will always shine on your sparkling 

personality!

 Spin the wheel 
to find your 

glowing 
light.

  You could be aphenomenalphysicist.
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Welcome to 
the world of

Get to know all about your zodiac  
sign in this interactive board book. 

Spin the wheel for even more fun  
as you learn all about YOU!
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